Industrial visit to piford technologies, Mohali

Department of CSE Organized an Industrial Visit on February 28, 2015 at PIFORD Technologies, Mohali for the B-Tech 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} year students. The Objective of visit is that students get exposure of industry and Live Projects and to know the technical details provided by the company on Emerging Trends in the Corporate world and guide students about their Industrial Training, Placements and Various Career Opportunities in Software industries. Mr Sorav guided the students about Internship training and placement opportunities at PIFORD Technologies and various other companies. Mr Sandeep Saini delivered a lecture on Application development using ANDROID. Overall the whole session was an educating and interactive one and was useful for students in all ways. Mr Tejinderdeep Singh, Mr Kantveer, Ms Jasjit Kaur and Ms Rasleen are the co-ordinators appointed for this industrial visit. Students thanked Hon. Director Dr. Arvind Bhardwaj and HOD (CSE) Dr. Sandeep Singh Kang for arrangement of this visit which helped them in shaping their career.